BOM Presents

LET'S BRING YOUR REMOTE TEAMS
TOGETHER!
- TRAVEL WITH YOUR TASTEBUDS ASIAN ORIENTAL
CULINARY ACTIVITIES FOR TEAMS
How will your teams
benefit from our classes
Create conversations
and connections

Connect teams from
different geographies

Bespoke activities to
meet clients' goals

Improve morale and
mental health

Format of the Class
Zoom or other online platform
Asian Oriental cuisines (just no meat or fish!)

Strengthen staff
engagement
Promote healthier
and more sustainable
lifestyles

Team size - 5 - 50 (breakup rooms optional)
Geographies: Suitable for remote teams
across towns, countries and continents
Event duration - 1 to 3 hours

Meet most budget and
time constraints

Involve and interest
everyone

Great for small teams
with minimum 5
participants

Fun and original
content

2 flexible payment schemes:
>> the company sponsors the event:
from £10/person
>> the participants make a direct donation
Optional additional activities (subject to other fees)
>> Yoga / Meditation / Fitness

What participants say about us, word of mouth is the best
advertising. Video testimonial HERE or THERE:

"Please give a huge thanks to everyone involved, especially the
head chef. The whole team was absolutely in love with her, she
did fantastically"

OATLY / ZOOM CLASS NOV 2020

FOR ENQUIRIES, CONTACT US AT HELLO@BOMPUREASIANFOOD.COM |+447484859911
CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE HERE

BE INSPIRED

SOME IDEAS OF MENUS

The following are just suggestions.
They can be adapted or complemented with quizzes, competitions and other activities.

1 HOUR ACTIVITY
Why not trying a South East Asian menu, for example :
Vietnamese Crispy Seasonal Salads with plenty of fresh
herbs and peanuts
Thai Pad Thai (stir-fried flat rice noodles) with seasonal
greens, tofu
or
Exploring Korean cuisine with 2 dishes:
Cabbage Doenjang Soup or Korean Pancakes
The popular Japchae (Korean stir-fried glass noodles with
plenty of vegetables)

1.5 HOUR ACTIVITY
For a longer class, we would be able to prepare for example:
Vegetarian/Vegan sushi class
Korean Bibimbap witha salad or a soup
A Dim Sum Class

2 HOUR ACTIVITY
That would give us plenty of time to master:
Gyozas
Chinese Baos
or prepare more complex recipes
or to create 2 x 1 hour team building activities
or to include other activities before the cooking such as
a yoga session

"The great flavours combined with Kieu-My's deep consideration
for the people that enjoy the food always make for an incredible
culinary experience!'"

AVRILIA DIAMANTI / IMPACT HUB
FOR ENQUIRIES, CONTACT US AT HELLO@BOMPUREASIANFOOD.COM |+447484859911
CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE HERE

